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Summary of the Dissertation 

 

Construction of Nondestructive Online Spectroscopic Systems for Wood Products 

by Imran Arra’d Sofianto 

 

General Introduction 

Sugi (Cryptomeria japonica) is popular and widely wood used species in Japan. In 2015, 

Forestry Agency Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF) (2016) reported that 

the largest volume of wood production in Japan was from sugi production at 11.23 million m3 

(56%), followed by hinoki (Chamaecyparis obtusa) at 2.36 million m3. Previously, Forestry 

Agency MAFF (2010) suggested to use domestic wood species for construction materials, 

which is in accordance to the high supply of sugi timbers. 

The utilization on wood materials for humankind is importantly to be tested firstly on its 

mechanical properties for safety guarantee. One of important mechanical properties for wood 

use in daily life is holding heavy loads for long periods, called as the modulus of elasticity 

(MOE). MOE values of lumber and veneer in this research are determined by three-point 

bending test. As the wood materials are formed naturally, it could not be released from natural 

defects like knot, which can affect the MOE values. 

Technological development leads people to work more effectively and efficiently as well 

as on the nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDE). The developments on the application 

of near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy for wood science and industry are promising. NIR light is 

electromagnetic waves ranging from 800–2500 nm. NIR spectra contain information about 

major X-H chemical bonds, i.e. C-H, O-H, and N-H. So that, all molecules containing hydrogen 

will have a measurable NIR spectrum, resulting in a large range of organic materials suitable 

for NIR analysis (Manley, 2014). The elemental constituents of wood (cellulose,
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hemicellulose, and lignin) make wood as measurable materials for NIR light. Furthermore, 

NIR spectroscopy application offers a unique combination of speed, simplicity of sample 

preparation, easy usage, non-destructiveness, and good reproducibility (Schwanninger et al., 

2011). 

One of NIR spectroscopy application in the wood fields is to construct the prediction model 

on the certain properties. Regarding to construct the prediction model using NIR spectroscopy, 

two main data should be collected. First data is the measured values data, which are obtained 

from the conventional measurement of the certain properties of the samples. Second data is the 

NIR spectra data, which are obtained from the transmitted or reflected NIR spectra of the 

samples. Multivariate data analysis or chemometrics is required to find the suitable chemical 

information related to the certain properties of the measured values. In this research, 

multivariate data analysis used is cross-validation partial least squares regression (CV-PLSR). 

PLSR is a method for relating the variation in one or several variations (Y-variables) to the 

variations of several predictors (X-variables), with explanatory or predictive purposes 

(Esbensen et al., 2002). Shao (1993) explained that cross-validation is a method for model 

selection according to the predictive ability of the models. The data set is split into two parts. 

The first part contains calibration data used for fitting a model (calibration model), whereas the 

second part contains validation data reserved for assessing the predictive ability of the model 

(validation model).  

The development of online NIR spectroscopy applications in the wood fields is left erlier 

than in other fields. So that, this research is interested in developing the application of online 

NIR spectroscopic systems in the very high speed of measurement, 120 m/min, to predict MOE 

values on the lumber and veneer. This very fast speed measurement is hopefully resulting in 

the high prediction accuracy for both lumber and veneer samples to optimize the efficiency in 

shorting time and checking quality in wood industry. 
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As the lumber and veneer materials in the real condition might be found with knots and 

holes, then the effect of knots and holes on the MOE values are investigated also in this research 

by observation on the mapping of the MOE prediction values on veneer samples using NIR 

hyperspectral imaging (HSI) system. The main advantage of NIR-HSI is that it facilitates 

visualization on the distribution of different chemical components in sample (Manley, 2014). 

The main objective of this research, to construct the prediction model of MOE using online 

NIR spectroscopic systems with very fast speed of 120 m/min for lumber and veneer porducts, 

was elaborated into three papers entitled as follows: 

1. Modulus of elasticity prediction model on sugi (Cryptomeria japonica) lumber using 

online near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic system (published) 

2. Stiffness and moisture content prediction model of wooden veneer using fast online near-

infrared (NIR) spectroscopic system (published) 

3. Effect of knots and holes on the modulus of elasticity prediction model and mapping of 

veneer using near-infrared hyperspectral imaging (under review). 

 

Research 1 

Modulus of elasticity prediction model on sugi (Cryptomeria japonica) lumber using 

online near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic system 

Introduction 

Three-point bending test is a common method to measure the stiffness of wood samples, but 

unfortunately it is cost and time consumable measurement. This first research proposed a non-

destructive measurement for MOE values of lumber samples using the fast speed of online NIR 

spectroscopic system (120 m/min). This was a more difficult challenge than face by previous 

researcher, who built a prediction model of MOE for hinoki lumber using the same online 

speed and spectrophotometer, because sugi has more knots on its surface than hinoki. It was 
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assumed that this larger number of knots would affect the MOE prediction model. To reduce 

the challenge posed by more number of knots in sugi lumber, the analysis of the prediction 

model was enhanced by using a second PLSR analysis Test-Set-Validation (TSV)-PLSR to 

clarify the results from CV-PLSR analysis and to check the robustness of the calibration. 

Materials and Methods 

In this research, 218 lumbers from mature sugi logwood, with the dimensions size of 1000 

mm in longitudinal to 115 mm in tangential to 26 mm in radial, were used. The lumbers were 

air dried until their MC reaching under 30%. A three-point bending test for MOE was 

performed on the lumber following which it was immediately placed on a conveyer belt and 

run at a speed of 120 m/min to allow NIR spectra to be acquired by the spectrophotometer. 

Three-point bending test was made for 218 samples for six times repetitions resulting on 1211 

selected data. The shear span of the bending test was fixed at 800 mm and the loads were set 

at 294 N for the first loading, 490 N for the second loading, and 686 N for the last loading. The 

NIR spectrophotometer used in this research was constructed by Soma Optics, Ltd. (Tokyo, 

Japan). The NIR spectra measurement was performed in the wavelength range of 872 to 1618 

nm at 1-nm interval. The NIR spectra measurement in online condition is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Measurement of NIR spectra from tangential surface of sugi lumber at online 

condition. 

 

The data were analyzed using CV-PLSR followed by TSV-PLSR. Several pre-processing 

treatments such as multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), standard normal variate (SNV), and 

second derivative (2der) were applied. CV-PLSR was carried out by taking one sample for 
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validation and using the remaining samples for calibration. The best prediction model was 

determined by the lowest root-mean-square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) and the 

highest coefficient of determination for cross-validation (R2CV). The best pre-processing 

treatments from CV-PLSR was used in TSV-PLSR analysis for 100 repetitions. The TSV-

PLSR analysis was carried out by randomly dividing the 1211 data into test-set (70%/847 data) 

and validation (30%/364 data). This analysis was used to determine the optimum number of 

latent variable (LV) for each root-mean-square error of test-set-validation (RMSETSV) value 

to check the robustness of the calibration. 

Results and Discussion 

The mean MOE value from sugi lumber was 8.30 GPa. Among the all pre-processing 

treatments applied, 2der with 19 sp gave the best overall results, with optimum number of LV 

9, R2CV (0.70), and RMSECV (0.88 GPa). The correlation of 0.70 between predicted and 

measured MOE values was enough and reasonable. The band assignments of the chemical 

components of sugi lumber from NIR spectra following pre-treatment with 2der are 

summarized in this Table 1. Most of them are cellulose and hemicellulose from the second and 

first overtone, which are related to MOE values. Semi-crystalline or crystalline regions in 

cellulose and partially hemicellulose, are key factors in the calibration model for wood stiffness 

by NIR spectroscopy (Fujimoto et al., 2007). Kobori et al. (2015) obtained an RMSECV of 

0.82 GPa with the optimum number of LV 7 in hinoki lumber, which was almost identical to 

that acquired for sugi in this present research. By contrast, Fujimoto et al. (2010) on the online 

NIR measurement of Japanese larch lumber (Larix kaempferi) at a speed of 10 m/min gave 

SECV 1.41 GPa with the optimum number of LV 5. The most promising aspect in this research 

is that the RMSECV value is below 1.00 GPa. This smaller value of R2CV on sugi (0.70) 

compared to hinoki (0.84) and Japanese larch (0.79) could be caused by sugi’s tangential 

surface covered more knots. Figure 2 shows the patterns in RMSETSV values based on each 
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optimum number of LV for 100 repetitions. The minimum and maximum RMSETSV values 

obtained from the optimum number of LV between 7 to 20 were 0.80 and 0.92 GPa, 

respectively, which are close to the RMSECV value obtained from CV-PLSR analysis (0.88 

GPa). Thus, the statement could confirm that TSV-PLSR analysis with 100 repetitions gave 

certainty to the robustness of the MOE prediction model for sugi lumber using this online NIR 

spectroscopic system. 

Table 1: Band assignments from the 2der spectra with 19 smoothing-point (Savitzky-Golay 

algorithm, second polynomial) on sugi lumber at online measurement. 

Band 

locationb 

Wavelength 

(nm) 

Band 

locationa 

Wavelength 

(nm) 

Component Bond Vibration 

1166–1172 1171 Hemicellulose 2nd overtone C–H stretching vibration 

1221–1227 1212–1225 Cellulose 2nd overtone C–H stretching vibration 

1371–1374 1370 Hemicellulose 1st overtone C–H stretching vibration 

+ C–H deformation vibration 

1428 and 1431 1428 Cellulose/Water 1st overtone O–H stretching vibration 

+ H2O 

1473–1480 1473 Cellulose 1st overtone O–H stretching vibration 

 1476 Cellulose 1st overtone O–H stretching vibration 

 1477–1484 Cellulose 1st overtone O–H stretching vibration 

 1480 Cellulose 1st overtone O–H stretching vibration 

1542–1550 1545 Cellulose 1st overtone O–H stretching vibration 

 1548 Cellulose 1st overtone O–H stretching vibration 
a=based on Schwanninger et al. (2011); b=the present research 

 

 
Figure 2: The RMSETSV values of each number of LV on the 100 repetitions of TSV-PLSR 

analysis. 
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Conclusion 

The use of the online NIR spectroscopic system to analyze tangential surface of sugi lumber 

running at speed of 120 m/min showed sufficient prediction accuracy for lumber quality 

screening although lumber samples cover more knots. The R2CV value was lower for sugi 

lumber than hinoki lumber on the MOE prediction model, possibly due to the more number of 

knots in sugi lumber. It is recommended in the next step to do research in-depth on the effect 

of knots on wood surface to the MOE prediction model by another NIR spectroscopy device. 

 

Research 2  

Stiffness and moisture content prediction model of wooden veneer using fast online 

near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic system 

Introduction 

Veneer is a thin wood product resulted from peeling process of log wood by rotary lathe 

machine with longitudinal direction as the length, tangential direction as the width, and radial 

direction as the thickness. As veneer is resulted with tangential surface, it has beautiful pattern 

from the existence of different color from earlywood and latewood. The highest grades of 

veneer (stiffest, strongest, and densest) are purposed for laminated veneer lumber (LVL) 

production, then the lesser grades are purposed for plywood production. As the previous 

research successfully constructed MOE prediction model from sugi lumber samples, then this 

second research tried to measure construct MOE and moisture content (MC) prediction model 

from sugi veneer samples (and Douglas-fir veneer samples for comparison) by using the online 

NIR spectroscopic system. 

Materials and Methods 

In this research, 216 veneers of sugi and 160 veneers of Douglas-fir with these dimensions 

size were used for MOE measurement and 10 others veneers of each species were used for MC 
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measurement. The measurement of MOE was conducted by three-point bending test on the air-

dry MC and the MC measurement was conducted from 30% to air-dry MC. The formula for 

MOE values calculation here is same with the previous research for lumber samples but the 

differences are only the span and the loads which have been adjusted to veneer samples. The 

measurement of online NIR spectra for MOE was conducted after three-point bending test for 

MOE measurement as well as the measurement of online NIR spectra for MC was conducted 

after measuring the weight of the MC veneer samples. Figure 3 shows the online NIR 

spectroscopic system was being applied to acquire NIR spectra from sugi veneer samples. The 

NIR spectrophotometer used in this research was new developed spectrophotometer from the 

first research. The best pre-processing spectra treatment was chosen by the lowest RMSECV 

and the highest R2CV on the optimum number of LV obtained from CV-PLSR analysis. 

 
Figure 3: Online NIR spectra measurement for sugi veneer sample at online condition. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Douglas-fir veneer has higher mean MOE value of 13.75 GPa than 7.43 GPa of sugi veneer. 

The mean MC for sugi veneer was 20% and 15% for Douglas-fir veneer. The best MOE and 

MC prediction models for sugi veneer resulted from the original spectra and the 1der spectra, 

respectively. While both the MOE and MC prediction models for Douglas-fir veneer resulted 

from their 1der spectra. Spectra obtained from MOE measurement show straight softer shape 

than more bumpy shape on MC measurement’s spectra. This straight softer shape of spectra 
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was obtained in the same air-dry MC of the veneers samples, while the spectra of MC 

measurement were measured in various MC between 12–30% of the veneer samples. Such 

differences showed that NIR measurement is clearly affected by moisture content inside the 

materials measured. 

The MC prediction model seems to be giving better prediction accuracy than the MOE 

prediction model. The RMSECV from MOE prediction model for sugi and Douglas-fir veneer 

are 0.95 GPa and 1.80 GPa, respectively, on the LV 6 and 4. The R2CV from MOE prediction 

model for sugi and Douglas-fir veneer are 0.43 and 0.52, respectively. The R2CV values from 

MC prediction model are very high with the values of 0.95 for sugi veneer and 0.96 for 

Douglas-fir veneer. Table 2 summarizes all the prediction model results. Meder et al. (2003) 

also constructed a gantry that enabled NIR measurement to transverse the length of cants at 

120 m/min (same with this research) to predict the stiffness of the Pinus radiata cants. When 

this research was compared to Meder et al. (2003), only focusing on the speed not on the 

samples being used, the R2CV resulted from their research is almost exactly same (0.53) to 

Douglas-fir veneer’s R2CV (0.52). Yet the online NIR spectra measurement still gave lower 

prediction accuracy compared to the static measurement for veneer stiffness predictions such 

as done by many researchers previously. 

Table 2: Variable data from MOE and MC prediction model for sugi and Douglas-fir veneer 

from CV-PLSR analysis*. 

Veneer Parameter N 
Best pre-processing  

spectra 

Number 

of LV 
R2CV RMSECV RPD 

Sugi 
MOE (GPa) 216 OSD 6 0.43 0.95 1.35 

MC (%) 10 1der with 25 sp 4 0.95 1.05 4.80 

Douglas-fir 
MOE (GPa) 160 1der with 25 sp 4 0.52 1.80 1.47 

MC (%) 10 1der with 25 sp 5 0.96 0.63 5.15 
*MOE=modulus of elasticity; MC=moisture content; OSD=original spectra data; sp=smoothing-point; 

N=number of sample; LV=number of latent variables; R2CV=coefficient of determination for cross-

validation; RMSECV=root-mean-square error for cross-validation; RPD=ratio of performance to 

deviation 
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Conclusion 

This research examined online NIR spectroscopic system as a novel technology for quick 

assessment for MOE and MC of veneer materials in plywood industry. Prediction models for 

MOE and MC for sugi and Douglas-fir veneer samples were successfully constructed using the 

fast speed of 120 m/min of the online NIR spectroscopic system with sufficient prediction 

accuracy. It is necessary to do research on the effect of knots on veneer samples to predict 

MOE values using NIR imaging technique for further explanations. 

 

Research 3  

Effect of knots and holes on the modulus of elasticity prediction model and mapping of 

veneer using near-infrared hyperspectral imaging 

Introduction 

As already discussed in two previous researches on the MOE prediction model of lumber 

and veneer samples using online NIR spectroscopic system, it is concluded that this online non-

destructive measurement could give sufficient prediction accuracy on their prediction models, 

but in addition, knot was allegedly making lower the accuracy. Forest Products Laboratory 

(1990) stated that the zone of distorted grain (cross-grain) around a knot has less “parallel to 

piece” stiffness than straight-grained wood; thus, localized areas of low stiffness are often 

associated with knots. Therefore, in this third research, Near-infrared hyperspectral imaging 

(NIR-HSI) was used to construct and map the MOE prediction values on the entire of veneer 

surface, so that the effect of knots could be observed. 

It is necessary to note that two previous researches used line area measurement of NIR 

spectrophotometer exposing the moving samples run in the speed of 120 m/min. NIR-HSI will 

cover whole veneer samples (wood, knot, and hole), means that this measurement will 

completely measure all pixel on the image of veneer samples. 
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Materials and Methods 

Fifty-rotary lathe veneers of sugi with a nearly round knot shape were conventionally 

measured on MOE values in air-dry MC using three-point bending test. Then the veneers were 

cut into small section veneer samples to fit the sample holder on the NIR-HSI device for the 

spectra measurement. The device was performed in the wavelength range of 913-2518 nm with 

a 6.2-nm interval. The data obtained from NIR-HSI measurement is hypercube data (three-way 

data matrix) and then these hypercube data would be used for mapping the MOE prediction 

values. Then Adobe Photoshop was used to make RGB imitation images of the samples in 

black and white only referring to RGB images from hypercube data. RGB imitation images 

were masked manually by eye observation on the decided zone of wood, knot, and hole for 

every sample. These RGB imitation images were then used in the calculation in MATLAB to 

produce binary images by giving value of 1 to those intended part colored with black, while 

unintended part colored with white and value of 0 to detect the location of wood, knots, and 

holes. Then, this simple thresholding was used to calculating the ration and mean spectra of 

the intended part (value of 1) in MATLAB calculation. 

The ratio data consisted of (1) knot ratio, (2) hole ratio, (3) wood including knot and hole 

ratio, and (4) wood without knot and hole ratio. The spectra data consisted of (1) knot spectra, 

(2) hole spectra, (3) wood without knot spectra, (4) wood without hole spectra, (5) wood 

without knot and hole (WwKH) spectra, and (5) wood including knot and hole (WiKH) spectra. 

It is necessary to observe the different analysis results between WiKH and WwKH spectra. 

Both spectra were pre-processed using MSC, SNV, and 2der for CV-PLSR analysis. The best 

prediction model was determined by the lowest RMSECV and the highest R2CV. Then the best 

pre-preprocessing spectra resulting the best prediction model was chosen for the mapping. 

Mapping is resulted from spectra multiplied with the regression coefficient. 
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Results and Discussion 

The mean MOE value of the veneer samples is 7.66 GPa, while the mean air-dry density is 

0.38 g/cm3. Knot ratio gave a significant negative correlation value of –0.54, which was 

sufficient given that the result was obtained from a small percentage of knots in the veneer. 

Coefficient of correlation for hole ratio is only 0.11 and not significantly correlated to the MOE 

values, while wood ratio and density had a significant correlation.  

Hole spectra were removed from the data because these spectra were not NIR spectra of 

wood materials. The absorbance value for the wood spectra was in the range of 0.11 to 1.18, 

which is smaller than the absorbance value for the knot spectra (0.18 to 2.10). CV-PLSR 

analyses conducted for both WiKH and WwKH spectra using many pre-processing treatments 

showed almost similar results. It was decided that 2der spectra with 13 smoothing-point gave 

the best MOE prediction model for both spectra compared to other pre-processing treatments. 

These 2der spectra gave very similar RMSECV, R2CV, and ratio of performance to deviation 

(RPD) values. Given the very similar differences between both of the spectra due to the small 

number of knots and holes on the veneer, WiKH spectra were selected for further analysis 

because complete part values of the veneer surface are important for the next step of mapping 

the MOE prediction values. 

NIR hyperspectral imaging system could recognize latewood and earlywood on the mapping 

result. High predicted MOE values indicate latewood, while lower predicted MOE values 

indicate earlywood. Knots are also mapped with high predicted MOE values. Mapping result 

shows that knot was mapped with high predicted MOE values. Knots significantly decreased 

the MOE values by weakening the surrounding area, and the mapping result clearly showed 

more area of lower predicted values around knots. Areas surrounding holes could have both 

lower and high predicted MOE values. It should be noted that knots have a weaker effect on 

the surrounding area than the holes from the observation on the mapping of the MOE prediction 
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values. Mapping of the MOE prediction values also differentiated between two types of knot, 

a sound knot and a dead knot, which was also identified previously by many researchers. Sound 

knot is mapped with high predicted MOE values while a dead knot is mapped with lower 

predicted MOE values. The area around a sound knot has lower predicted MOE values, 

whereas area around a dead knot and hole can have either lower and high predicted MOE 

values. Dead knots and knot-holes tend to be accompanied by less cross-grain than sound 

knots; therefore, they are generally less serious with regard to most mechanical properties. 

Conclusion 

The modelling and mapping of the MOE prediction values for sugi veneer were successfully 

constructed using NIR-HSI with CV-PLSR. The best MOE prediction model was from WiKH 

spectra of a 2der that gave a sufficient RMSECV (0.88 GPa) and R2CV (0.69) values. Knots 

had a significant negative correlation with MOE values due to the weakened surrounding area, 

which was clearly shown by lower predicted MOE values. Mapping could also successfully 

discern latewood from earlywood as well as sound knots from the observation of the predicted 

MOE values in this research. 

 

General Conclusion 

The online NIR spectroscopic system was successfully applied for lumber and veneer 

samples run in the speed of 120 m/min to construct MOE prediction model. MOE prediction 

model for sugi lumber and veneer samples resulted RMSECV values under 1.00 GPa, 0.88 

GPa and 0.95 GPa, respectively, which are suitable for wood industry application due to low 

error of prediction. Pre-processing spectra treatments for analysis the online NIR spectra 

obtained from sugi lumber and veneer samples are highly recommended for resulting higher 

accuracy on the prediction values. MOE prediction model resulted sufficient prediction 

accuracy (even not so high accuracy) because MOE is only secondary traits on wood 
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properties, mostly affected by density, which makes more difficult to be predicted than 

prediction on the wood chemical components or moisture content directly.  

Allegation on the lower prediction accuracy values (R2CV) on sugi lumber and veneer 

samples than hinoki lumber samples using online NIR spectroscopic system is due to the knots 

and holes, which led to the research on the effect of knots and holes on MOE values and 

mapping veneer using NIR-HSI system. NIR-HSI system succeeded to predict and map 

predicted MOE values on sugi veneer samples. Knots had a significant negative correlation 

with MOE values due to the weakened surrounding area, which was clearly shown by lower 

predicted MOE values. Mapping on the MOE prediction values using imaging NIR technique 

could also successfully discern latewood from earlywood as well as sound knots from dead 

knots from the observation of the predicted MOE values in this research. 
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